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5 CENTS

Some day these forces will be knit, fused the specious pleadings of a party
into one common cause. The issue will politician. Some day, I know not when,
be recognized as one strictly between the remote or near, the people in the grand-

Joseph C. Sibley Says Some Sensible
debtor and creditor classes; and for my- eur of their might and majesty, shall
Things.
self it makes but little difference, if any, brush these self seekers aside and do
what party name may be upon the ban- strict justice to all, and these wrongs be
He I the Man Who Can Lead the Demóner. If the republicans dare to stand righted by that piece of white paper
crata to Victory Next Year.
near to the great throbbing heart of hu- which executes the sovereign's will.
manity, and do men justice, then I shall The continuous depression in values canJust after the overwhelming defeat of hail
that party as my own, and its tri- not prevail much longer without involvthe democratic party at the polla last
umphs will be hailed with delight. If it ing every business interest, as well as the
November, Joseph C. Sibley wrote the be
the democratic party, that putting toiling classes, in a common destruction.
following letter to a friend in Denver.
away the control of organized rapacity The attitude we have taken upon some
It is particularly interesting at this time : and greed dare once again awake the of these great questions is
a dangerous
"Your letter of the 14th instant at bugle
blast in behalf of human rights, one. It produces unrest dissatisfaction
hand, and it also calls attention to your then I shall be glad to with
that party and misery; those dainty viands upon
le
letter of the 24th tilt., which I have just and recognize its
triumphs. If it be nei which anarchy feasts; and if ever the
read for the first time. I have not had
ther of these, and the people's party, hideous form of anarchy finds foothold
the opportunity to consult with the lead- putting aside
the minor differences which in oui fair land, the money powers, the
ers, nor do I know what attitude they divide great multitudes of thinking peo subsidized press, and
the servile politiare disposed to take. I recogninze the ple, concentrates its objects, aims and
cians are the responsible promoters and
fact that they claim our defeat is a deefforts in one direction to afford speedy foster parents of anarchy. Anarchy will
feat of silver; the opposite in my judgrelief to those being crushed under heavy never find lodgment where labor meets
ment is t he case. The principle of bi burdens ; drawing up a new bill of rights its just reward, and where
production is
metallism is either right or wrong. If it
or either daring to affirm the old declar accorded a fair percentage of its own
is right it must eventually win. If it is
ation of independence given by our fore products. I believe in America for Amerwrong we must rejoice in the defeat of fathers,
then that party shall be my icans; that our constitution is great and
binietalhsm.even lfour pride is wounded. party, and to suffer defeat with those grand enough; that the republic, desig
In every conflict between truth and error, maintaining such principles would be nated and founded by our forefathers,
there are occasions when error seems to more precious to me than the triumphs under the blessings of God, is ample for
have triumphed and truth is crushed. of any party holding contrary aims and the present wants; and that we do not
If the accession of the republicans to the purposes. I am prepared to change my need to Ikmtow either financial or induscontrol of the house raises the price of party faith on any occasion when I find trial
economics.or social or governmental
cotton to 8)4 cents its price before the my party faithless. I am going to lie systems from the effete monarchies of
repeal of the Sherman law if it puts sufficiently consistent with my own con- the east.
wheat back to $1 per bushel; if it dia science to never let a party name prove
"As it is given me to appreciate contributes money in the pockets of the a clog upon my neck or to fetter my feet; ditions and remedies as a private citizen
producers to the extent that prevailed binding me to the behests of selfish poli- in the future, what influence and energy
subsequent to the war, then the gold ticians holding party organization mere- I possess shall lie given to the acconi;
standard must be a blessing. If by ly as a wedge with which to enter upon plishment of those truths which seem to
some metaphysical or occult reasoning it tho rightful possession of others. As I me so
and which in this
can be made evident that mortgages quoted in my
speech, with hastily dictated letter have been so
placed upon the possessions of the na- my politics as with my religious views :
outlined."
tion, are great national blessings though "Lot priduf ul priests do buttle about creeds;
NEW GAME LAW.
THE
the contrary is true of mortgages placed Tlmt church Is ml no which does most Chrlst-llk- o
deeds."
iixm private proerty if this truth be
No More Quail on ToUHt Until After Orto-le- r
then the cause for
"I hope I am in error about this, but
Flrnt.
conies so
Section 1. No person shall kill or
which you and I have struggled must I fear the coming winter will show lawound, ensnare or trap, any deer, elk,
jHirish, and we must give credit to those bor so illy requited; hunger so
and misery so accentuated, as to fawn or antelope within this territory
who hold contrary opinions.
"I cannot believe, however, that or render conditions even more critical iHitween the 1st day of January and
ganized rapacity can bring to pass such than those confronting us today. But I the 1st day of October in each and every
blissful conditions, so contrary to all his am optimistic enough to believe that year.
Sec. 2. No person shall kill, ensnare
tory of the past. If true, then again when this destitution, hunger and woe
have we entered the age of miracles. have reached far enough, that God will or trap any wild turkey or quail within
My judgment is we have met a lull run reveal to his children the fact that obli- this territory between the 1st day of
We have no concentration of effort. gation and duty to self and loved ones, is March and the 1st day of October in
each and every year, provided further,
We have fought for silver ami the rights a higher obligation than all party politi
of the producers in a guerila method; cians, The logic of the empty pocket that it shall be unlawful to ensnare or
each one his own general, and each one and stomach, will some day outweigh trap quail at any time.
Sec. 3. No persons except butchers
his own plan of attack and defense. the howling of a subsidized press, and
t;

anti-opti-

t,

unap-pease-
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and dealers in meat who have regularly county shall have the power to appoint edge of the murder of Tolby. He owned
established stands or places of business special game wardens who shall, serve a road horse of great speed and getting
shall offer to sell or expose to sale the without pay, and. who shall hold:,their earlyTyord of Cruz Vega's confession, he
of any elk, deer offices durhig the pleasure, otihe-boar- d
saddle or
dl4-tharrival 'of the lynching',
fawn or antelope . or mountain sheep and it IS hereby made Mié dutv '.C'euch 'party, but started in his buggy for Santa
without offering or exposing therewith game wardens when so appointed and of Fe, driving for his life. It was a
of the same.
the
the county commissioners, sheriffs and
ride, and vengeful cowboys were
Sec. 4. No person or persons shall constables or any other person of the soon hot on his trail ; they followed him
wantonly kill or destroy any of the game several counties, whenever a violation of as far as Las Vegas, half way to Santa
birds, or animals mentioned in this act the provisions of this act is brought to Fe, but the speed and bottom of the
nor shall it be lawful at any time for any their knowledge, to file or caused to be doctor's horse carried him through, and
person or persons to kill, ensnare or filed, an affidavit before a justice of the he reached the adobe capítol, the next
trap any elk, deer, fawn or antelope for peace charging the person or persons evening. It was many a year before he
Mié sole purpose of securing the hide or with offence committed and thereupon a ever ventured again to even pass through
skin of any such animal or animals, nor warrant shall issue for the arrest of said Colfax county.
shall it be lawful for any person or per- person or persons and trial shall be had
"Cardenas, the survivor of the trio of
sons or corporations during the close as provided in section 6 of this act.
assassins, was brought up for trial in
season to have in their possession any of
Sec. 8. All acts or parts of acts, in Cimarron and convicted of murder. It
the game herein mentioned for any pur- conflict with this act are hereby repealed was the edge of evening when the jury
pose whatever, provided, that this sec- and this act shall take effect from and returned their verdict of guilty. Adtion shall not be construed to prohibit after its passage and approval.
journment followed, and the crowd filed
any person or persons or corporation
Approved Feb. 16, 1895.
out of the court room. My way led me
from importing the game mentioned in
by the jail, and as I passed the old adobe
this act from any Other state or territory,
DR. LONGWILL'S RIDE.
building I saw a little party of cowboys
and any person or persons outside of any
on the further side, just around the corincorporated town or village found in How the Doctor Prolonged His Life for ner, in the deepest shadow. The people
Many yenrH.
possession of two or more of tho saddles
had pretty nearly left the streets when
of any elk, deer, fawn
or
was
killing of the preacher, two sheriff's officers came out of the
the
"It
or antelope, without having the
Tolby," said a man from New Mexico, court house with Cardenas, one walking
thereof, shall be deemed guilty "that got the Colfax county boys up in on each side of the prisoner. It was
of violating the provisions of Miis section, arms against the official ring at Santa quite dark, and as they came near the
and such possession shall bé prima facie Fe. Of course the interminable fight jail, he had just rolled and lighted a
evidence of his having wantonly killed over the validity and ownership of the cigarette. They were within about fif
and destroyed said aninial or animals. Maxwell grant was at the lxttom of the teen paces of the door, when from the
Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful for assassination, as it was at the bottom of group of shadowy forms near the jail, a
any railway, express company, or any most killing in northern New Mexico, in tall figure stepped forth to meet them,
common carrier, or their agents or em those days. Up to the time of Tolby's leveling a pistol as he did so. At this
ployes, to transport outside of the terri death, there had been two parties in Col- movement, the two officers jumped to
tory, or receive for such transportation, fax county, one representing the grant the right and left from their prisoner,
at any time, any of the flesh or meat of claimants, backed by the authorities at and the cowboy, sighting by the light of
any of the birds or aninials named in Santa Fe, and the other consisting of the the, cigarette, shot Cardenas square
this act, that may lie offered for trans- sheep and cattle men and prospectors through the forehead.
portation at any station or place in this claiming possession as squatters.
"An the sound of the pistol shot rang
:'
territory.
"Tolby was a Methodist preacher, out, the street was filled with cowboys
Sec. 6. Any person or persons offend settled at Cimarron, who had written galloping their ponies and yelling, and
ing against the provisions of this act some newspaper articles denouncing the with people running here and there,
shall be deemed euiltv of a misdemeanor grant claimants and the Santa Feoflicials shouting and making all the confusion
ami upon conviction thereof; biifore any and their methods. In those desperate possible, while they pretended to be try
justice of the peace, shall be fined in a times, assassination was a trade, and ing to.lind out what had happened. The
suiu not less than $23, nor more than men's lives were a matter of barter and tall figure mixed again with the group
$50, or be imprisoned in the county jail sale. So Tolby was marked for suppresIxsyond the jail and all vanished like
for not less than ten days nor more than sion. The luckless preacher's, boil y was shadows." New York Sun.
thirty days. Any person arrested and found, on a lonely trail, one day, pierced
The Headlight is informed that
brought before any justice of the peace with shot and stab wounds and with the
Lindauer acting .for the stockfor any violation of the provisions of this skull battered in with Btones. That was
ajt shall be entitled to a trial by jury too outrageous a crime to lie endured, holders' of the Sapello Cattle company
unless he shall waive the same, and if and citizens and cowboys turned out, and the Fort Cummings Land & Cattle
the jury find him, guilty, the justice of without regard to political or business company has arranged for the purchase
the peace shall assess the fine and costs considerations to hunt up the murderers. of S. P. Carpenter's half interest in both
and fix tho term of imprisonment as the They soon had them all, three Mexicans, companies.' The consideration is said to
case may be, and incase the fine and costs one of whom was killed in tho attempt be $25,000. This is one of the largest
be not paid, the same shall :bo collected to enpture him. A second, Cruz Vega, cattlo deals ever made in Grant county.
Headlight.
in the manner provided for the col lection after making a confession, was hanged,
of )nes in cast's of assault and battery Cardenas, the third one, was put in jail.
The Santa Fe railroad company is
liefore justices of tho ieace, one half of
"It was after Cruz Vega's confession about to build,' at Albuquerque, the most
said fine shall go to the informer and that a certain physician, well known in extensive stock yards and feeding pens
one half to the school fund of the county New Mexico, made his famous ride for between Kansas City and El Paso.
in which the offence was tried.
life. lie stood in with the grant claim
Those at Wallace will be abanibncd.
Sec. 7. For the more certain detecants and Santa Fe officials and it was
A large amount of freight went out to
tion and punishment of violators of this believed by many of the cattlemen that the Mogollons from
this place
act, the county commissioners of any he instigated, or at least had foreknowl
hind-quarte- rs

150-mi- le

hind-quarte- rs

Sig-mu- nd
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J. M. Fritter has reopened the candy The contest case between Numa Rey- and cigar store recently conducted by mond and Guadalupe Ascarate for the
office of sheriff of Dona Ana county was
Rose & Fritter.
last
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely
Baxter Bishop, proprietor of the post- - brought up before Judge Bantz here
allowed until
defense
eek
the
was
and
Local.
office news stand, made numerous im
provements in his place of business last May 27 to secure additional testimony.
Election frauds are alleged and some in
week.
GrlHt of Hciidiililfl PttrngritoliR Which
teresting facts may be shown before the
George Dickinson was in from the gold
Should Not be Overlooked
case is concluded. Judge Fall is attor
Ity Our Rende.
camp near Tulloch's ranch last week
ney for Ascarate and S. B. Newcomb is
and says that the outlook is very en- attorney for Reymond. It is understood
Spring begins today and now the writ- couraging there. "Work on the new mill that neither party will leave anything
is progressing rapidly and it will soon le
ing of spring poetry is permissible.
undone in order to win the fight. The
in operation. S. A. Alexander and F. case will, in all probability, be appealed
The first windy weather of the season
M. Galloway have a lino showing and
to the supreme court, no matter what
came last week as a reminder that gentle
Mr. Dickinson, who knows a good pn
the decision of Judge Bantz may be.
spring is here.
pect when he sees it, thinks he has as
Robert Black, who is a member of the
Preparations are being made for heavy promising a gold property as has ever
board of regents of the agricultural colcattle shipments next month from this been discovered in this section.
lege at Las Cruces, was at an important
part of the territory.
Sealing wax has again come into favor
of the board last week. The
Julius Wellgehausen has lieen ap with women of fashion. Its color tells meeting
elected
board
Thomas J. Bull chairman
pointed administrator of the estate of the sentiment of the letter.
White is and Demetrio Chaves secretary of the
Albert Stranch, deceased
used for the announcements of weddings;
board and also elected Prof. S. P. McRae
The prospects are good for a plentiful pink is for young girls; red for love let
president of the faculty. The expenses
supply of water for irrigation in the ters; green for congratulations ; blue for
of some of the departments will be small
streams of New Mexico this season
constancy; yellow means jealously; er this year than they were last. The
Grass is starting up nicely in most brown stands for regrets; light green salary paid in the agricultural and hortiparts of the comity and a few timely for reproaches; chocolate for invitations cultural department has been reduced
rains will insure good feed during the fur dinner; Vermillion for business let from $2,500 to $1,600 and the salaries in
ters ; black for death notices ; violet for the botanical and mathematical depart
spring moths.
; gray for curtain lectures.
sympathy
Arrivals at the hotels here last week
ments have been reduced from $1,800 to
The prohibition against Mexican cattle $1,600.
were more numerous than they have
been for some time. Increasing travel is which went intoeffect Sunday hurried the
Mr. P.. Horensten, one of the proprie
stockmen in their shipment and the stock tors of the ten cent store, received a letone of the signs of letter times.
'I-- 4...1
f
I
u
A convention will be held at Morrill yarus eHl 01 me cuy nave
ter last Friday afternoon which he will
consequence,
m
scene
auuition
in
uvelv
of
in
placing
for
preserve. It was in the mail
carefully
the
hall tonight
purpose
shippe which
went down in the steamship Elbe
nomination candidates for city offices to to the 1,500 head of Denny cattle
M. Patterson, of El Paso
which sank off the coast of England
be filled at the election on the 2nd of Inst week, II.
264 head, Ascarate Brothers
shipped
has
some weeks ago. The letter had been
April.
oi Las Cruces, 420 head, while Messrs thoroughly water soaked and bore the
0
Clark Rodgors received last week
Grtiwell and King have several hundred imprint of a rubber stamp which ex
young trees which he will plant out
head between Deming and the line to be plained that it was on the Elbe. Tin1
in his nursery. He is making prepara1-tionshipped during the week. The custom steamer was at the bottom of the sea for
to go into the nnrs.'ry business on
house officers have been kept on the go some time before the mail was recovered
a large scale.
ever since the shipment began. Doming bv divers.
The registration of voters in this city Headlight.
this year is about the same as it was last
Richard Hudson, for many years own
year. As there is oik; more registration
er of Hudson's Springs, was at the
day, March 0, the total will probably
springs last week. He says that the
be larger than it was last year.
How of water has lecn very materially
The Socorro Advertiser wants to know increased recently and that it is now be
what became of the New Mexico wurhl's Moved the spring discharges alxnit twice
fair exhibit. The proprietor of that as much water as it did liefore- the work
paper lost many valuable mineral speci- of cleaning it out was commenced by
mens, and insists on an investigation.
Mr. Graham. It has been cleaned out
The Standard Oil company has ad- -' to a depth of about twelve feet and the
vauced the price of oil in this territory, work has been temporarily suspended so
probably on account of the passage oí a that an additional pump may be put in
law by the late legislature requiring a to keep down the increasing How of va
gravity test for all oil sold in New Mex- ler. It is expected that the flow of water
will be still further increased as the work
ico. The purchaser pays the freight.
of
cleaning the dirt out of the rocky for
The lleriial stock yards are the only
dithough which the spring (lis
illation,
Mexico
New
quarantine yards on the
tMSllUM.
The water from the
progresses.
charges,
all
quaranand
Fe,
of
San!a
the
vision
to
tine cuttle must lie unloaded there, fur spring will Ihi piped through the hotel
feed, water and rest, and at no other be erected this season and the building
station on this division of road; and no will bo heated by this means. The teni
from C. H. FARGO & CO. Mr.
live stock, except quarantine cattle, will perature of the water as it comes
MARKCT
T. CHICAGO
will For Sale by
and
140
degrees
is
above
be permitted to enter the liemal quar- the spring
antine stock yards, for any purpose furnish heat which can be easily regu
lated.
whatever.

ITEMS

OF INTEREST.

1

1

pru

20,-00-

s

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
ISe-20- 0

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL
Mention

of People

PALAVER.
You Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other Interesting Matter Which Cnn He
Read With Profit Ity All Our
Townspeople.

Dr. C. T. Phillips was at Doming last
week.
New

just received at

goods

son's.

Robin-

S. S. Brannin was in from the Sapello
last week.
If yon want a Parlor stove go to Robinson's.
John Howard was down from Mogollón
last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Malier's.

Sheriff Shannon went to Albuquerque

last week.
Mrs. D. Abraham expects to leave soon
for Germany.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Ed. Elrage spent several days in the
city last week.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Malier's.
T. N. Hawkins, of Bear creek, was in
town on Monday.
Wm. Laizurc was out to Santa Rita
this week on business.
H. J. Hutchinson was over here last
Monday from Central.
E. C. Rice, who resides on the Gila,
was in the city last week.
Don't reail your neighbor's paper but
subscribe for The Eagle.
John Allen was in from his Burro
mountain ranch last week.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
C. J. Mulvane, a legal light from Dem-inwas in the city last week.
Books, Stationery, Notions etc at the
Postoflice Emporium.
Baxter Bishop.
M.
F.
Prescott was here last week on
one of his regular business trips.
Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals
It is the best place in the city.
2.
A.R.Graham, proprietor of Hudson's
springs, was in the city last week.
George 0. Smith, of the G. O. S. cattle
company, was in the city last week.
Thomas Lyon and Mrs. Campbell and
daughter were in the city last week.
Mrs. W. L. Thompson and Miss Lenoir,
of Georgetown, were here last week.
Barney O'Hara is now at Rossie, N.
Y., having lately gone there from Springg,

field, 0.

The Eaoi.e
manac for $2.

a

year and the World
in your

Send

Al-
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S.H.Newman who made himself faH. H. Price and family arrived from
Denver last week and have gone to the mous in the newspaper business at Las
Cruces and El Paso, arrived in the city
Mogollons.
We cordially invite the ladies of Silver last week. He is talking life insurance
City and Vicinity to onr Grand Opening. now.
Max Schutz.
Fresh Candies and Nuts at the Post-offiEmporium.
A. Staab, one of the few millionaires of
Baxter Bishop, proprietor.
theterritory, was iu the city last week
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broadfrom Santa Fe.
way Hotel dining room where the best
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e of- meals in the city can be had.
20
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Taylor, of El. Paso,
at reasonable rates.
M. AV. Neff has gone to Mogollón to who have been here for about three
look after his business interests in that weeks, have gone to Deming where they
will remain a few days before leaving
flourishing camp.
for the Pacific coast.
Fresh Strawberries every other day at
The celebrated AVilson Heaters, the
the Postoflice Emporium.
Baxter Bishop. most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can bo found only at Neff's.
Felix Leavick', who is interested in the Call and see them.
Confidence mining company at Mogollón,
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
was in the city last week.
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
We will display at our Grand Opening Lamps, at lower prices than can lie
200 Pattern Hats which will lie sold at found elsewhere, at Neff's.
actual cost.
Max Schutz.
Borensten Bros., proprietors of the
W. H. Jack went to Albuquerque last Ten Cent Store, have purchased the stock
week to attend a meeting of the cattle of crockery and glassware of G. W. Vera,
which they offer for sale at fifty cents on
sanitary board of which he is president. the dollar.
Send in your subscription to The
R. L. Muii8on, who is attending school
Eagle and get the World Almanac free.
at Stanberry, Mo., writes that he has
See our offer on another page.
:....
o, ,,.,...! :
i.!
t..
Wm. Wilson, formerly of this city but ouLwi:urii iji getting n iutuutiui ilia uur
coupler which was noticed some months
now traveling for a Kansas city firm,
ago in The Eagle. Lon is in a fair way to
was here last week interviewing our
make a fortune and The Eagle wishes
merchants.
Inm success.
Our Grand Opening will be on Mondav,
For Sale Ranch.
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 25! íi,
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
26th, and 27th.
Max Schutz
record,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivaS. A. Alexander, one of the lucky men tion, well
water, houses and corral and
in the Tulloch district, was in the city all but 5 acres under fence.
Good govlast week. He returned to the camp ernment land on three sides. Price
$000.
Inquire at Eagle office.
Saturday morning.
Fresh Oranges, Lemons, Apples and
On account of the opposition in the
Bananas just arrived at the Postoflice news business since
January 1st,
Emporium.
Baxter Bishop. same has been conducted at a loss to the
the
George Regli, who has been mining in dealers and, in order to give my subscrithe Organ mountains in Dona Ana coun- bers proper service, I will he compelled
to restore papers to former pi'ices from
ty for alwut a year, arrived last Satur- April
1st.
day for a short visit.
Baxter Bishop, the News Dealer.
We call attention to our grand display
in the latest styles of Dress Goods anil
Milinery.
Max Schutz.
i

Broadway Hotel.

Robert Evans, who has been in Den- NEWLY REFITTED and FURver for some weeks undergoing medical
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
treatment, will have another surgioal operation performed.
The maiiHRemvnt of this popular hotel has
Subscribers to The Eagle can get the
been resumed by Mr. .T. Hlack and the
World Almanac free by paving a year's
public will find It FIRST GLASS
subscription in advance. Read the adIn every particular.
vertisement on another page.
nroudwny.SII ver City. N. M.
John-- Bhockma.n, Pres.

Thos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.

J. W. Carter, Cashier.

3539.

The Silver City National Bank
SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Advances made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

EXCHANGE

FOR

SALE.
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CENTRAL CITY NOTES.
Rumors That Fort Bayard Will be
Abandoned.
Our Itegular Correspondent Sends a Letter
Full of the Latent New From Central and Vicinity.
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Mr, John. Rogers visited Silver City
one day last week.
Mr. Harry McAlister visited Silver
City last week.
There was a quiet wedding at the
home of Mrs. A. A. Stewart Thursday
evening. Miss Alice M. Gowey was
married to Mr. Harry Leiserowitz, Judge
Miss Alice has been
Givens officiating.
a resident of this place since.a child and
the groom, Mr. Leiserowitz, is a private
of I troop 1st Cav. Quite a number of
friends were present and the following
presents were given to the happy couple :
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Murray, set of
cutlery; Mrs. H. J. Hutchinson, two
white linen towels; Mr. and Mrs.
white bed spread; Mr. M. C.

Gen. McCook Inspects Fort Marcy.
Major Gen. McCook and party were
splendidly entertained by prominent cit
izens of Santa Fe yesterday and last
evening. Their special car was attached
to the east bound train at 10:20 last
night and at 5 o'clock this evening they
reach Denver. Gen. McCook made a
careful personal inspection of Fort Marcy
yesterday afternoon and in the course of
conversation hinted at the probability of
a very agreeable suprise for Santa Feans
in the near future. New Mexican.

Central, N. M., March 15. As this
hnrg has again settled back into quietude,
I will try and give you what has happened since my last letter:
What narrrowly escaped being one of
Mr. Scandrett, a soldier of B troop, lat
the most serious conflagrations in DomCav. has commenced a dancing school
ing occured alwut eleven o'clock this
here.
morning. The section men along the
Mr. William Sweeney has gone to Cow
Southern Pacific discovered the roof of
Carey, set of china dishes; Mrs. J. W.
springs on a visit.
the depot hotel to be on fire, and alMr. II. J. Hutchinson, Central's fore Welsh, set of dishes; Mrs. M. Redd, set
though the alarm was at once sounded
most merchant visited Silver City Mon- of napkins and table cloth; Mrs. A. A
by the yard engines and the fire bell.quite
Stewart, quilt and pillow shams; Mrs
day.
a hole was burned before the flames .
Emma Gage, china bread basket; J. W.
Mr. Chas. Chapín and Mr. Harry
were extinguished by an effective bucket
were in from Ivan hoe Saturday. Weinbrenner, toilet set ; Mr. Will Baker, brigade composed of the railroad men
Mr. Jack Welsh has gone to Ivanhoe broom; Mr. McKirtsey, water set; Mr,
and depot hotel employes. The roof
Dundas, wash board; Miss Annie
to work at the smelter.
had caught in three places and as a high
Mr. Joe Corn left Monday for Clifton, Graves, toilet set; Miss Mollie Welsh, wind was blowing at the time it was
Arizona, to go into the mining business. water set; Mess. Seabury and Hayes, really wonderful that that immense
His friends were all sorry to see him de- lamp; Mrs. Emma Gage, china cup and structure was saved. The fire caused
part. Especially one, who is a young saucer; Mrs. A. A. Weinbrenner, crazy great excitement until it was known that
silk quilt; Sergt. John O'Brien, one-ha- lf
lady.
all danger was over. Headlight.
Mr. Chas. Reed, proprietor of the dozen damask towels; Mr. Western, one-ha- lf
The Siempre Vive whist club was
dozen linen hankerchiefs ; Corp. Ed.
Palace saloon at this place has bought
at the residence of O. C.
towels.
two
crush
Farringer,
himself a bicycle and now puts in his
Saturday evening and a
last
Hininan
After the ceremony, the room was
spare moments learning how to keep
,..
r w.
..iiuaMiuii :
n i,,i
very
wine
from falling off the "thing" as Charley cleared and all enjoyed themselves in a
of
a reas
cigars
lwx
ball which lasted till the weesma' hours. Marriott received a
rails it.
Miss
and
playing
his
excellent
for
ward
ION'IH FaTI'CH.
The government paymaster has come
Lulu Moore was the lucky lady. She
and gone and the Iwys in blue have all
of games as Mrs.
There is not much noise being made won the same number
gone to calculating how they will spend
succeeded in cutting the
but
Hudson
of
Pinos
gold
from
alwut the output
their next two month's pay.
winning card. Mrs. C. W. Marriott and
There is some talk here to the effect Altos but the camp still continues tobe
Mr. Lady took the prizes for having the
that Fort Bayard is soon to W abandoned one of the leading gold producers of
fewest marks on their score caids. ReIt has been producing gold freshments were served just before midbut there is not much foundation for the
assertion, as the secretary of war stated steadily for thirty years and is appar- night and the party broke up early on St.
Patrick's day ln'the morning.
in his letter to the army and navy jour ently good for many years more.
nal that he would not reestablish Fort
Marcy until two posts in New Mexico
were abandoned, but that is as much as
to say that Fort Bayard and Stanton are
Proprietors of the
the ones. If Fort Bayard is abandoned
it will lie a serious calamity to the town
of Central and many an adobe building
will have "to let" on its doors, and will rvvi
I
left to crumble away as a remembrance of "ye good old times."
The smelter at Ivauhoe has again
started to run and is now running both
day and night.
The Shakespeare club is progressing
nicely and the membership now num- lers over fifty.
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
Mr. J. A. Ancheta was over from Silver City a few days last week on business.
Mr. J. W. Welsh came in from Han
over yesterday and stated that the camp
in
is in a progressing condition.
We solicit your patronage.
The band concert at the post Monday Also a full line of FRUIT.
night was quite an enjoyable affair and
MILLARD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
was largely attended.
Well-gehause-
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will have a Grand Spring Opening of the
Finest Line of DRY GOODS ever brought
to New Mexico,
SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY,

MARCH

Sis

Brocade

Satin

23-5-- 6.

Sis

Maris

Cha

s

Imirted Dress (Ms
Embroideries

Laces

Millinery

and the Finest Line of
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S SHOES

IS1ERG11

and TIES

Tí jUi V i
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MIMBRES NOTES.
A Prosperous Year Expected on The River,

Allison, N. M., March, 18. In compliance with the request made some time
since I can only report everything quiet
upon the Mimbres, socially, politically
and commercially. The farmers and
fruit raisers are anticipating a good harvest and a prosperous year, if there is a
sufficiency of snow or rain fall in the
mountains to fill the bed of the river
with water during the summer months,
and the fruit is unaffected by the late

MARCH 20, 1895.

BIG FIRE AT SANTA FE.
A ISlaze There Last Wednesday
DeHtroyi) 810,000 Worth of

Wm. F. Lorenz,
Night

Property,
About 11 o'clock last Wednesday night
a fire broke out in Gable's undertaking
rooms in the old Herlow building at
Santa Fe and before the fire was got
under control the business places of E.
D. Franz, John Hample, William Bolan-de- r,
Albert Call, Wagner & Haffner,
David Lowitzki and Thomas P. Gable
had been destroyed.
The fire department was slow in get
frosts.
Many of our successful stock raisers, ting to the scene of the fire but this der.rockman, Foster and Howlett Bros, are lay is attributed to the insufficiency of
contemplating selling tlieir herds to east- the alarm. The origin of the fire is un
ern purchasers, owing to a dearth of known and more than that it originated
rain and a consequent scarcity of the in Gable's undertaking rooms and spread
choice and incomparbly nutritious gram- very rapidly will probably never Imj
ma.
The insurance on the buildings des
H. K. Rountree, formerly of this section hut now a resident of Oklahoma troyed, which were old frame and adolie
territory, will ship a train load of year- structures, was $10,700 and this amount
ling steers during the latter part of the will nearly, if not quite, cover the loss
sustained. The loss on stocks and fix
present month.
Allison
H.
J.
has removed his stock of tures was insured for more than two
goods to San Juan, where he is engaged thirds of its value, so that the net loss
sustained by the aliove named firms and
in business.
M. Dwyer is erecting an extensive the owners of the buildinus is not very
store building upon his premises at San great.
Rolander and Call were not insured
Jose, which will be warmed by the
usual ball, and the members of the but their losses amount to but a few
"Mimbres four hundred" are looking hundred dollars each.
anxiously forward to its completion.
Itonded a Aline.
R. II. Randall, of Ivanhoe, has been
Boone
went up to Carlisle Fri
C.
II.
upon the river securing teams for the
day, and while there negotiated a bond
purpose of hauling ore in that camp.
on the Alabama mine to Messrs. Vail
Quite a number of our young bloods
and Shockley, of Pueblo and Denver,
have recently taken a great deal of inThe bond has eighteen months to run,
terest in that part of the country,
and provides for a payment of !f.'10,000.
whether the attraction is of a social or
Until the bond is paid the owners re
financial cHarcter we have been unable
eeive twenty-liv- e
per cent, of the net
to learn.
proceeds of the mine. Messrs. Vail and
The
and
collector Shockley intend to put on a hoist and
has for some weeks graced the people of
other necessary machinery and exploit
the Mimbres river with his presence, the
property thoroughly. They will
lie is somewhat lighter (in weight) than ship the ore to their smelters, being in
formerly but he is as jovial and genial
terested in smelters at both Pueblo and
as when he was the idol of Grant coun
Denver. The Alabama mine has a shaft
ty's democracy.
1()8 feet deep, and through the entire
Air. A. 15. Iilaek a gentleman from
length of the shaft ami at the bottom
Springfield Ohio, has for several weeks
there is from three to four feet of ore
been sojourning upon the river thegue.-i- t
that averages an ounce in gold and
of Mr. J. E. Foster. lie started out in
twenty ounces in silver. There has been
search of health, (which he has obtained, considerable high grade ore taken from
pounds in the mine, one carload going over four
having gained twenty-liv- e
flesh since his advent into the territory
thousand dollars. In all some $15,000
last winter) and he is now prepared to worth of ore has been taken from the
search for wealth instead.
mine, which more than paid for the
If these notes are of any interest to work
that has been done on it. Lileral.
your readers or yourself, I will write you
A committee has leen appointed by
again ivhen the alfalfa blooms.
Rantiiuho,
Silver City lodge K. of P. to look into
the question of erecting a building, a
The employes who have been at work portion of which can lie used as a castle
on the Silver City and Mogollón tele- hall. The erection of a building suitphone line were paid off last Saturday. able for lodge purposes has been conCourt is in session at Las Cruces this sidered at different times by various
secret organizations in this city.
week, Judge Iiantz presiding.
io
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FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary Public.
Offlce at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
l'ost-offle- c,
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reasonable, and
Kuiiranteed.
" Yanklo Street.

Tie Silver City

TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASIl'.

BORENSTEN BROS.
Administration.
VOTICE IS HEKEIIY GIVEN THAT THE
li nndcrslnned bus been appointed administrator of the rstiite of Albert Straucli, lately
deceased, and that all persons haviiiK claims
against said estate, and also all persons who
are indebted to the sume, are hereby required
to present the same to him on or before the
expiration of one year from and after the date
of his appointment at I lie probate court in
and for uriint county New Mexico.
.Mil nis Wkluikiiauskn.
March. i:ith

lr.

4- -t
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The Nkws Is the only consistent champion
of silver In the west, and should be in every
home in the west, and In the hands of every
miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions

at onco.
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SILVER LOOKING UP.
For the past few weeks there lias been
a slow but steady advance in the price of
silver. Shipments from New York to
London have been very heavy and there
is very little silver bullion held in this
country. Whether the advance is due to
the purchase of bullion by speculators in
anticipation of a big demand from China
to pay a heavy war indemnity to Japan,
or whether it is in anticipation of
of silver by the leading
European powers is not quite apparent
at this moment.
Whatever the cause may be, it is certain that this country is being drained
of silver just now instead of gold and it
is also certain that European speculators
are not going to lose anything by the
movement. American silver bullion is
being purchased at less than half of its
coining value and the purchasers are
going to realize a handsome profit out of
the product of our mines. So long as we
are willing to allow London speculators
to fix the price of our silver product they
are going to get it at as low a price as
possible and for months they lrave been
getting it at an average price of Jess than
sixty cents an ounce, but at last their
greed for gain is beginning to make itself
apparent in the steadily increasing
demand for silver.
If they were content to limit their pur
chases to the output they might bo able
to keep the price down to the figures
which have prevailed for the past five or
six months, but they are anxious to
make as much as possible and as a con
sequence the reserve stock of bullion has
almost entirely disappeared and its scar
city has caused the advance. The remon
etization of the metal at no very distant
day is certain and as soon as that is
brought alxut, either by the concerted
action of the different governments or
the passage of a free coinage bill by con
gress, the speculators who have purchased silver at the prevailing prices
will realize enormous profits.
American miners are and have been
mining silver in order to enrich Euro
there-monetizati-
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pean capitalists and to furnish Europe
the means to keep down the price of all
American products. Had a free coinage
bill been passed by the last congress, not
only would the price of silver have been
doubled, but the price of all other products of this country would have been
advanced to the great benefit of the
country.
Two years ago Grover Cleveland
started to giye the country an object lesson in finance and his object lesson did
not teach what he expected it would.
He wanted todemonstrate that the country would be benefitted by adopting the
single gold standard, but he only suc
ceeded in bringing on the most disastrous
panic this country has seen for years.
He has given the country an object lesson with the result that thousands of
silver converts have been made. The
lesson has been a costly one, but if it
brings about the remonetization of silver
it will be worth all it has cost. Had
Cleveland not been unalterably opposed
to silver the desired result might have
been brought about without any of the
disastrous results which he has brought
upon the country and the country might
now be 111 a prosperous condition.
Wk print.in another column,tho views
of three prominent republican newspa

pers on the silver question. The Chicago
Tribune is one of the leading republ ican
papera of the west and it undoubtedly
voices the sentiinentof the great majority
of republicans in the section of country
in which it is printed. According to its
views the advocates of the free coinage of
silver are dishonest, but it remained for
the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, the
leading republican paper between Chicago and the Atlantic coast,to suggest that
the silver party might be called the
greaser party. The Buffalo Express, the
recognized republican party organ of
western New York, boldly asserts the
truth when it says that the democratic
party would have little left if the free
silver element should withdraw and that
republicans have weakened themselves
for twenty years by compromising with
sil ver. The democratic party is the party
of the people and naturally is the silver
party, while the republican party is and
always has been the party of the
monopolists and it must continue todo
the will of the monopolists or lose their
support. That is why the republican
party, as a party, is opposed to the free
coinage of silver. Free coinage must be
brought about through the democratic
party or not nt all.

Until

a few days ago the Morning
democrat was nrmly ol the opinion that
the territorial university of New Mexico
was established to impart education in
the higher branches and for no other
purpose. It now seems this paper is

mistaken. Partisan politics seem to be
receiving sufficient attention to merit a
special class in that institution. A few
evenings ago the "University Republican club" was formed, with Professor
Zimmer as chairman. Professor Zimmer, when, apart from filling his duties
as one of the faculty, is a proselytizer for
the republican party in that territorial
institution. This paper objects to Professor Zimmer doing too much work
unless he is paid for it. His health may
break down in his zealous endeavors in
behalf of the republican party and his
usefulness in other ways may be seriously impaired. But, if he cannot restrain
Ids intense republican ardor the Morning Democrat suggests that another
branch of study be added to the curriculum and Professor Zimmer be given
the degree of republican proselytizer.
Professor Zimmer, R. P. would not
sound so bad. Albuquerque Democrat.
Lkadino republicans in the west are
much worried about the stand
which has been taken on the silver question by the leading democrats of the
west and south. Like a man who whistles to keep up his courage while passing
through a graveyard, they predict that
the silver democrats will succeed only in
dividing the democratic party while the
republicans, both bimetallists and
will vote the straight republican ticket. The fact is that the
great majority of the democrats of the
country are unwiling to follow Cleveland
further and are going to fight the next
great national battle at the ballot box on
true democratic principles. They propose to restore silver to its rightful position as a money metal and they are
going to win.
very

Grovkr Cleveland lias endeavored to
make the national democratic party a
tool to perfect and swell to rotundity the
s
of the enst
demands of the
and their foreign connections. Cleveland lias almost wrecked the national
democratic party. He himself has been
stuffed with success, and satiated with
vulger, yet profitable, rewards for
the best elements in the party
which 8naclied him from obscurity
from the vaporous darkness of the oker
room of a Buffalo street-congrocery.
d
He is a stubborn,
autocrat, determined to oppose the wisest nnd most
democratic views of the best elements
the democratic party. Albuquerque
Democrat.
gold-bug-

er

self-wille-

11

The democrats of New Mexico should
send a solid delegation to the next national democratic convention to voto for
a free silver man for the nominee of the
party for president and to insist on an
unequivocal free coinage plank in the
platform.
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Silver City has its regular city election the first Tuesday in April. Why
it should go to the expense of holding an
election every vear is one of the mysteries. It miglit just as well pass an ordinance making Jack Fleming permanent mayor. Liberal.
The Liberal might have added that no
man could be found who would take such
a lively interest in the welfare of thecity
as Mayor Fleming. It is quite probable
that he will be elected mayor of Silver
City for the ninth time on the 2nd of
April, and by a majority which will
leave no room for contest, if he will say
that he will accept the olHce for another
term.
Dklegatb Catron has a littleovereight
months before the meeting of congress
in regular session in which to prepare a
bill providing for the admission of New
Mexico as a state. It will require all of
his time and attention during his term
to get the bill through, but he has promised to do it and the residents of this territory are very desirous that he should
keep his promise.

Cleveland's

swan song

:

"Alone, alone, all, all alone,
Alone, on a wide, wide sea".
New York Sun.
SOME

REPUBLICAN

OPINIONS,

Cannot be Kxpovted to Aid In
the Silver Fight.
ABANDONMENT OK HONESTY.

The new silver party first insists on
free coinage to knock down the money
standard of ultimate redemption to a
dollar, and secondly on redeeming the greenbacks now outstanding and
all bonds of the United States on that
nt

standard. It demands the utter
abandonment of honesty and honor and
national credit in the name of "American patriotism." Such is the platform
of the new party. Chicago Tribune.
nt

THE (IREAHBR PARTY.

The party that proposes the free coinage of silver by the United States is not
a bimetallic party. It is a silver party.
It is the party of Mexico and Japan. It
could 1h! justly called the greaser party
or the party of Wojens.
It is as much the opionent of bimetallism as it is of gold and it is opposed to
both. We see no reason to think that it
is likely to be strong. Whatever strength
it has is at the expense of bimetallism.
We see that it stated that twenty out of
congressional signatures
the thirty-tw- o
to the call it lias issued are of congressmen who now write ex before their
names, having Iteen repudiated at the
last election.
The only possible danger connected
with it lies in the fact that the beating
of tomtoms they are engaged in may produce an impression abroad that an army
with banners is behind the movement,

and foreign countries, deceived, will par
ticipate with less zeal in the international congress that now seeniB assured.
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.
DESERTION OF SILVER MEN WOULD STRENGTH
EN THE REPUBLICANS.

The American silver party, or as it
falsely calls itself, the American bimetallic party, is born. It has already a platform, a presidential candidate and has
taken steps to select a national commit
tee and establish permanent headquarters in Washington for the dissemination of literature. The accepted way to
organize parties, adopt platforms and
nominate candidates is to call a national
convention and thus give the movement
some appearance of having emanated
from a portion, at least, of the people.
The silverites, however, have taken a
simpler course. Their leading men have
quietly got together, drawn up an ad
dress to the people, proposed a candidate
and appointed an executive committee to
select a national committee. The great
advantage of this method of procedure is
that it saves all but the very few leaders
who put their names to the address from
the necessity of allying themK'l ves openly with the new party and thus breaking
old party ties. Hence, the new silver
party contains democrats and republicans who still call themselves by those
names and will work till the last minute
to persuade their respective parties to
accept the creed which their new party
is brought forward to advocate. This is
really their chief power for mischief.
The democi atic party would have little
left if the free silver element should
withdraw in a Iwdy, but the republican
party would gain in public confidence as
a result of the desertion of its silverites.
Republicana have weakened themselves
for twenty years by compromising with
silver. They would be immeasurably
stronger if the temptation to continue
these compromises should be removed at
once. Buffalo Express.
A yearling on Judge Woodrough's
farm at Barstow, which had been fed on
alfalfa and cottonseed, was butchered
the other day, and when dressed it is
said to have weighed 450 pounds. Pecos
Valley News.

The

g
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TREATMENT OF ORES.
Western Mining Men Will Auk Aid of Government Experts.
There is a movement on foot among
western men looking to an inquiry," per-

manent or otherwise, into the extraction
of the precious metals from their ores,
but they appear uncertain whether to
proceed through the geological Burvey or
to ask congress to appoint a special com-

mission. In mentioning the matter the
promoters urge that no problem in foreign countries has received keener or
more constant scientific and practical attention during the last fifty years than
that of how to extract from ores the percentages of gold resisting amalgamation.
They say it is only within the last two
or three years that chemical processes
have affected the whole commercial
world by enormously increasing the pro
duction of the precious metals.
In 1886 the United States geological
survey issued a monograph containing a
full description of argentiferous lead
smelting in Leadville that resulted in
discoveries and new facts which proved
of great value and benefit, not only to
the metallurgist and miner, but also to
the chemist and geologist, and they believe a further examination by government experts of reduction processes
would greatly benefit the mining indus
try of the United States.
They point out that in other parts of
the world the several governments are
investigating the new methods of recovering the precious metals and are encouraging the advancement of mining
enterprises in every possible way notably in New Zealand, Australia and
south Africa, where new methods of treatment have proved the salvation of refractory gold and silver mine.
They add that they are aware of extensive low grade gold deposits in the United
States, similar in many respects to those
found in south Africa, New Zealand and
Australia, where new processes render
them amenable to treatment at large
profits. "The discovery alone of these
gold fields in the United States is not
8iifiicient," they continue, "but in combination with methods to recover the
values at a profit of high value, should
bring up the production of the precious
metals in the United States to a figure
second to none in the world."

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSIC CÓ.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
Hit San Franc.hco St.

ALBUQUERQUE, X. M
SOS Railroad Avtmie.

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of now tvlo
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OHIO ALL RIGHT.
Ohio Democrats

Are Sound on the Silver
QueHtlou.

Household club in Denver next August.
E. E. GANDARA.
The club is composed of subscribers and
friends of the Enquirer and spreads over
fifteen states. Every year it meets in GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
some prominent city, and the occasion is
always made memorable. The Enquir- Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
er is a silver paper. It is expected that
Neatly Done.
there will be present from 175 to 250
members of the club, besides a number
of visitors. They will come out via the
PRICES REDUCED.
Missouri Pacific and Rio Grande and re- Satisfaction Guaranteed.
turn by the Union Pacific and the ChicaYanklo St. Silver City, N. M.
Kocky Mountan
go and Northwestern.

"The democrats of Ohio are not in the
least discouraged over the result of last
fall's election," remarked S. F. Cary, Jr.,
editor of the Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer,
yesterday. "In fact, it is a foregone conclusion that the democratic state convention n ill make the fight at the next
election upon a free coinage platform of
16 to 1. The free coinage element is in
control of the party and the republicans News.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
are badly split. It is claimed that GovRange :
ernor Foraker is at heart a free coinage
Fleming and
man, and it is known that his two chief
1
ISÍ vicinity.
r
lieutenants, C. D. Firestone of Columbus
and C. P. Griflin of Toledo, are silver Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
Postofiice :
Silver City,
men. Firestone held the republican state
Promptly Repaired. '
N. M.
convention twenty four hours last fall on
Kates KuasDiiulilo.
Yanklo St. Silver City. N. M.
mi
a free silver resolution and finally inJf
duced the adoption of a compromiso resolution. The democratic defeat was
caused by general dissatisfaction among
the people on account of hard times.
Thk Eagle for a year's subscription will be presented with a copy of
The figures show that in many republiWorld Almanac.
can strongholds the democratic ticket the
made handsome gains on account of the
silver plank in the platform."
Mr. Cary described the congressional
fight in one district where a republican
overcame 6,000 democratic majority by
declaring that he was an out and out
free coinage man. The democratic can-dawas a goldbug. Four of the repubAND
lican congressional delegation are rampant free coinage men and will jump the
traces of the party if their sentiments
The Best Reference Book Printed,
are encroached upon. The democrats
A Volume of over 500 pages
now in the ascendency in Ohio are such
It Treats 1,400 topics
men as Allen W. Thunnan, General
Finley and General Anderson all ardent
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
advocates of silver coinage at 16 to 1.
EDUCATORS and
Mr. Cary calls attention to the fact that
STUDENTS everywhere.
William S. Groesbeck, one of the richest
men in Cincinnati and a member of the
Has Reached Such a State of Performer international conference commitfection That it Is a Veritable
tee, is a warm free coinage advocate.
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statls-tlcaan- d
Business men are changing their views
Events Brought Down
in great numlwrs, largely on account of
to January First, 1895.
the convincing arguments of "Coin's
financial school." The pamphlet canvolume is a whole library
THE 1895
not be supplied to the dealers in Cincinitself.
One can hardly think
nati fast enough to meet the demand.
of a question it cannot answer. It tells
The Cincinnati Enquirer and Cleveland
all about party platforms, election staPlain Dealer are the two great advocates
tistics, the new tariti", religions of the
of silver in the state.
earth, population everywhere, state and
"The fight in Kentucky," said Mr.
Cary, "is going to be made on the lineoi
government statistics, occupations of
free coinage and promises tobo intensely
men, foreign matters, literature, science
interesting. The democrats have four
It is . . .
and education.
prominent senatorial candidates in the
field, two of whom are avowed silver
AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.
men."
Mr. Cary says the entire region of the
Ohio valley is stirred up over the financial issue as never before in the history
of the country.
en
Address THE WORLD, New York City.
Mr. Cary is arranging for the next
meeting of the Cincinnati Enquirer

l; j. smith,
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Mrs. E. V. Price, for many years ma
Court Officers Appointed.
Judge. Bantz has appointed W. B. tron at the Grant county charity hospi
tal, has gone east to remain permanently.
Walton, editor of the Deming Headlight,
S. S. Brannin has sold his ranch on
clerk of the court for this district j Pinito the Sanello to G. 0. Smith. Mr. BranPino, interpreter and H. B. Holt, ste- nin will go to Montana.
nographer. Mr. Holt has served as steF. M. Galloway, one of the lucky min
nographer under Judge McFie and Judge ers in the new camp near luiiocu s,
Fall and Mr. Pino is no novice at court was in town yesterday.
Mrs. J. Abraham and daughters, who
interpreting. Mr. Walton goes into an have been
here for some time, returned
office which is new to him but he will to Clifton yesterday.
undoubtedly fill it to the satisfaction of
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson gave a very
pleasant party to Miss Ida Lenoir last
all concerned.
Monday evening.
F. J. Davidson and Frank Bell are
Harry Whitehill came up from the
of
tons
getting out about three and a half
Whitehill ranch on the Mimbres this
ore a day from the Dorsey mine at Pinos week.
Altos. They have a lease and bond on
John C. Berry, of Georgetown, was at
the property and pay a royalty on the Deming last week with a shipment of
Kingston note in the Black Range:
ore.
ore taken out.
The prosperity and wealth of the coun
Killing at LordHburg.
Capt. French was here yesterday on
Philip Ileflev, who killed Ben Holman
ty depend largely upon its mineral re
his way home from the meeting of the at Shannahan s ranch near Willcox, A.
sources, and the ability of the people to
cattle sanitary board at Albuquerque. T., last January, was killed at Lords-bur- g
produce wealth from the ores. With this
last Monday by Bud Connor. The
regular meetings of the lxmrd will be
The
idea in view many of the claimholdersof
jury exonerated Connor.
coroner's
hereafter at Las Vegas.
Carpenter district, adjoining us on the held
Insurance Co., Limited.
I'alHtlne
A large party of Swedish emigrants
west, have requested a general rally of
Statement MB.
Annual
miners holding claims in said district on arrived in Eddy, coming directly from Assets
fcJ.SM.OKJ.dfl
will
at
Sweden.
locate
Thev
Utt7.Mlt.7a
Liabilities
April 1st., with the object of combining Stockholm.
(K1.1H5.88
and opening up some of the largest ore Hagerman, that county.
Surplus
A new opera is lxñng talked of by our
liodies in the district. Every claim
REPUBLIC
THE TWICE-A-WEEholder is expected to bring his own tools, local musicians. It is intended by those
a supply of powder and provisions to last who are getting it up to have it ready
SPECIAL Ol'FKK,
thirty days. The scheme is a good one about the last of May.
Good only Until March 31st, 181)5.
8end two new subsorlbers'Wltli two idollars
and will demonstratethe future of the
Rev. W. S. Fitch expects that next and
gut one year free.
district if heartily entered into, as by Sunday will be his last Sunday in Silver Send four new subscribers with four dollars
awl
receive the paper two years wlthoutcost.
unity of action greater results can be ac- - City. He will leave soon for the east.
"Do you know u (food thlnir wlien you see
A word to the wise Is siilllrlent."
It?
complished than by any other method.
Green ribbons were noticeable on the
THE UEl'URLIC!.
Address
St. Louis Mo.
Dr. W. H. White has been suggested streets last Sunday. St. Patrick has a
as a candidate for nomination, asa mem- numerous following in Silver City.
NO FUN ABOUT IT
ber of the school board, at the convenSeveral of Mr. and Mrs. Story's friends
tion to be held this evening at Morrill gave them a very pleasant surprise party
hall. Dr. White has always taken a last Wednesday evening.
E.
lively interest in school matters and
W. C. Porterfield went up to Mogollón
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
was one of the earnest advocates of the
last week where he has a branch store. I promise you faithfully. In the long run,
passage of the law which provides for
you shall save half your money, liy havlnK
Prof. Geo. Selby held services at Fort your work neatly una promptly done to suit
the election of one member of the
yourself, at E. ROSEN HEKU'S
Silver City. N. M.
board of education each year. He would Bayard last Sunday.
make a good officer if nominated and
Bound In Hymeneal

Fetter.'

Yesterday morning at the residence of
the bride's father, Jacob Reidlinger, in
this city, Miss Mary Reidlinger was
married to Mr. Frank J. Pieper, of
Whitehall, Montana, Rev. Edward S.
Cross of the Episcopal church officiating.
The happy couple left on the morning
train for Montana, going by way of Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Mr. Pieper
was a resident of this county a number
of years ago, but has been a resident of
Montana for over six years. Miss Reidlinger was well known here and her numerous friends wish her a full measure
of happiness.

K

ROSENBERG,

elected.
The terms of Martin MahcrJ and
George D. Jones, members of the city
conncil, expire next May and their places
arelo be filled at the election on the
2nd of next month. Since the members
of'the present city council have leen in
office the affairs of the city have been
honestly and economically administered
and the voters of this city would do well
to renominate the above named gentle
men at the convention this evening.

M
If You Want

to go to the

Mogollons

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

Get
on
Mail Line.

"Good and Bad Novels," will lie the
subject of the closing discourse, on popStage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every day except Sunday
ular amusements, next Sunday evening,
Episcoof
S.
the
Cross,
by Rev. Edward
'
for Mogollón and intermediate points.
pal church. All are cordially invited.
Short Lenten services, each week, on
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Co's. express
Wednesday and Friday, at 4 p. m.
starts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Porterfield gave a office from which place the stage
in
evening
Wednesday
whist party last
honor of Mrs. W. L. Thompson and Miss
Ida Lenoir who are visiting here.

W.

M.

Murphey.
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SNOW MADNESS.
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r only dimly outlined two blocks
The tracks were covered faster
ihan the sweepers could clear them
and the cars had a time of it in getting
along. Each Italian had a huge basket
of bananas on his head, protected from
the unfriendly elements by a piece of
oilcloth, and trudged along in the teeth
of the blast as serenely as if he were under the skies of Italy, and the howling
northwester was a summer zephyr from
summer seas.
An employe of the street car company, a strapping big fellow with seven-leagu- e
boots on, faced about for a moment to let his back stand the brunt of
the storm for awhile, and in doing so
caught sight of the two banana mern
chants. Immediately his
features relaxed into abroad grin, and,
turning to the other men who were
at work with him, he shouted:
"Say, boys! look at them Eyetalians
with their banans. I guess we ain't
ot no kick comin'. "
All the men joined in the laugh, and
after a few moments returned to their
work much relieved by this little di-

Awful Effect ol the Beautiful Upon People Way Down South.

.'.way.

Any person who has lived in countries
where snow is an ordinary circumstance
and condition of the winter season
must, if he had witnessed the extraordinary behavior of the people of New Orleans in the snowstorm, have been
thoroughly astonished, says the New
Orleans Picayune.
The falling1 of the feathery flakes
seemed to have operated on the people
like wine, and from the highest to the
lowest, young and old, grave and gay,
the dignified and the comical, reveled
in the unwonted conditions and fell to
pelting each other with snowballs as if
they had been a gang of schoolboys.
The result of this midwinter madness was that every person who passed
along the streets was unmercifully
pelted, and in many cases no consideration was shown to age, sex or condition.
There were men who were posted at
street corners with magazines of snowballs ready to fall upon the unwary
passenger, whether on foot or in vehi-

wife.

Many of these balls had been dipped
water and compressed until they
were solid lumps of ice, and when they
struck a victim about the head and face
inflicted severe injury. One gentleman
who was passing on Gravier street,
near the Citizens' bank, got a blow in
the eye which may cost his sight, and
many others were knocked down and
otherwise injured. Glasses in windows
of houses, of street cars and of private
carriages were broken by the volleys of
balls and nobody was safe from attack.
The people afflicted with this snow
madness, although many were respectable citizens, did not seem to realize
that they were violating private rights
or disturbing the peace, or, if they did,
thev were too intent on making the
most of an opportunity which occurs
only at long intervals to pelt all com
ers without fear of punishment, to
care.
In countries where snow is common
every winter there are ethics of
just as well as of any other
sport or business. There the. fun is
only indulged in between fríend'i and
acquaintances who consent to liberties
t.ikon, while to strike a similar or an
i ; as
unwilling person with a snow-lul- l
much an assault as would be sinking
with a stone. Of course some allowance must be made hero for tho extraordinary excitement caused by so
rare an occurrence as a snowfall, but
even the maddest of tha revel.-- . o if'it
to understand that a bull of ico or one
mixed with mud, lumps of cor.l and
oy.iter shells is capable of inflicting a
:;. rious wound upon the head and face,
and the deliberate use of such missiles
is more like an act of malice than sport.
Know-bullin-

BANANAS IN

A

BLIZZARD.

the Klmbill-tiCombination Which lixclti-of Some btruet Hnllway Mi--

ei

Two Italians were trudging down the
r
tracks under the South side
t.levated road in Chicago during the
blizzard the other day. Great clouds of
now were Bwcpt by them by the wind.
o that half the time they were invisible
street-ca-

Woil l l:e Mora Lul l Tinii Witer.
old ocean's waters were lowered
three miles more than half its great
depth would be taken away. All the
great seas, such as the Mediterranean,

If

the Caribbean, and those of the China
coast, would vanish or be reduced to
small baisins inclosed within a rim
separating them from the shrunken
iield of waters. The lands, after a subsidence of two miles, would rather ex- coed the ocean in area; with a subsid- dence of three they would occupy more
s
of the earth s surface.
than
The seas which would remain would
form, not a connected ocean of considerable size, but separate basins, the
largest gathered around the south pole.

(

two-third-

A Bprlnsr

That

"I'm just useful at a dinner and that's
g
why I get invited. I'm not
and I never said a bright thing in
my life, but I can talk a streak of stuff
and nonsense that is necessary to keep
a dinner going. I'm good natured and
amiable. I like everybody, and so I
get along comfortably with my neighbors. In a mild sort of way, I suppose, I am amusing.
And then I am
a good laugher;
I laugh at all the
good things that are said, and at many
of them that arc not so good.
I get in
my own little jokes when the time
comes, and so we row along through
the dinner, I working my passage and
my hostess smiling approval on me.
"Oh, no, it's not a bit damaging to
my vanity. I simply know it's so, and
accept it cheerfully. I can't dance for
shucks, so I'm of no earthly use at a
dance. If I were a good dancer I'd
probably come in for all that, too. My
strong point is a dinner, and so I'm
wanted there, and not at a dance. It
doscsn't wound my vanity a bit. I enjoy the dinner. Having a lot of pretty
women around the table, and listening
to them, and talking to them is lots
more fun'than sitting alone in a club,
with only a lot of ghojtlikc waiters to
amuse you.
It's a perfectly fair
d
bargain.
I talk and I am
for my ferriage, and I get on
the ferry a good dinner and enjoyable
surroundings. That's all there is to it,
and as for the honor of the thing and
all that, there's no more honor in my
being invited to dine out every evening than there would be in going out
to fiddle for a party at the reguh.r
price. I talk and get my dinner and
pleasant company. The other man
gets his five or ten dollars, or whatever
the price is, and fiddles."
good-lookin-

version.

in

MAN.

"No," said the slightly cynical bachelor to a New York Tribune man, "it's
not because I am tremendously popular that I get invitations, and I don't
consider it such an honor to be invited
to dine somewhere every night in the
week with half a dozen or more invitations a week to spare. Why in the
world do you suppose they invite me?
Well, I am a good deal like the fellow
who is taken on a ship and made to
work his passage, lie pays for his voyage with work. I work my passage at
the dinners. Oh, yes, I do. There's no
use in being vain about these things.
You see, I'm not married, and there's
always some young woman, or old
woman, for that matter, who has to be
taken care of. Now, a married man is
at a discount at a dinner. Of course,
lie takes a woman out to dinner, but
some man has to be provided for his

half-froze-

cles.

R

Who Is Not llrilllnnt, But Makes
IllniSRlf Useful.

One

Kuan Up III1L

One of the few instances of a stream
running up hill can be found in White
county, Ua., says the Cincinnati Enquirer. Near the top of a mountain is

a spring, evidently a siphon, and the
water rushes from it with sufficient
force to carry it up the side of a very
steep hill for r early half a mile. Reaching the crest, the water flows on to the
east, and eventually finds its way into
the Atlantic ocean. Of course, it
is of the same nature as a geyser, but
the spectacle of a stream of water
flowing up a steep incline can probably
be found nowhere else in the country,
and appears even more remarkable
than the geysers of the Yellowstone.
The Kaiser as an Art ( rltlc.
Kaiser Wilhelm, as a critic of art, has
put his foot down on the decisions of
the jury of the lterlin art exhibition,
lie has annulled the award of the gold
medal in l'rof. Wallot, the architect of
the new parliament house, which the
emperor two years ago at Rome declared to be the acme of tastelessness,
and has himself given the medal to
Mme. Vilma l'arlaghy, the painter. She
was kept out of the Iterlin academy,
but by the emperor's orders her pictures
will bo exhibited at the royal national
gallery.

sweet-tempere-

HOW HE WAS ACCEPTED.
Horn Indeed Is a Now Way to Win
Woman.

The New Orleans Ticayune has this

interesting story of two literary celebrities in a recent iusue: The late l'rof.
Aytoun was uncommonly dif.ident
when making proposals of marriage to
i.Iia Jane Emily Wilson, who after- -
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ward became his wife. The lady reminded him that before she should give
her absolute consent it would be necessary to obtain her father's approval.
"You must speak for me," said the
suitor, "for I could not summon courage to speak to the professor on the
subject."
' "Papa U in the library," said the
lady.
"Then you had better go to him,"
said the suitor, "and I will wait your

NATIONALITY IN EGG

The lady proceeded to the library, and
taking her father affectionately by the
hand mentioned that the professor had
asked her hand in marriage. She added: "Shall I accept his offer, papa?
He is so diffident that he won't speak
to you about it himself."
"Then we must deal tenderly with
his feelings," said the hearty old
Christopher. "I'll write my reply on a
slip of paper and pin it to your back."
"Papa's answer is on the back of my
dress," said Miss Jane, as she entered
the drawing-room- .
Turning around
the delighted suitor read these words:
"With the author's compliments."
VERTICAL WRITING.

If the vertical handwriting which is
being taught in our public schools prevails, and becomes the ordinary handwriting, the people who enjoy its ad-

'

...

He Wan Inrrotln'.ous.
was l.eirg shown
over the British Kuiixui::, cr.d in cne of
the rooms the keeper pointed ov.l v. collection of antique vai.es. v.!.! 'a had
A

party of tourii.ts

l.un recently dug up at
"V,

Ilcr.;-.L::ci.-

hat's that?" said one of the l":rty,

with a look of incredulity. "Dug up
out of the ground?" "Certainly, dr.
Perhaps some pains have been taken in
leaning them, but otherwise they were
found just as you see them." The wise
r.:iin turned to his companions and said,
wilh a knowing shake of lib head: "He
may say what he likes, but he shall
never persuade me that they dug up
ready-madpots out of the ground!"
e

observation and a moderate acquaint-tanc- e
with the restaurants of New
York, says the Sun of that city, to discover that there are some very curious
and clear indications of a man's nationality to bo gathered from watching
the way in which he performs this function.
To an Englishman, it will be seen,
there is but one way in which to eat
boiled eggs, and all other ways urc
heathenish and an abomination. It is
necessary, in the first place, that his
eggs be medium boiled three and a
half minutes is the standard, tower-marke- d
time and then brought to
tabic in a napkin, with bread and butter, spoon, pepper and salt, and an egg
cup. Not one of those heavy, partitioned things, of thick iron stoneware,
.
...a
VI.. 111. wilh u- tjuuieiriiKc
urrangemeui
ai one
end and a smaller depresión at the
other, but a delicate lililo artijle of
white china, with a plain gold bund
around the edge, a narrow band it
should be, or, perhaps, a little spray of
light tinted ilowers painted on the
sides. Into this cup of comfort the egg
slides deeply, just leaving a sui.kier.t
amount of shell above the rim to bo re- moved, and to remove this shell there
is but one true method of procedure.
The shell must be daintly chipped vii!i
the spoon, and the fragments must ba
removed with the same utensil. Thero
are some people who brutally cut o:i
the top of the egg with a knife and
plunge the spoon at once in medias res,
but these arc generally "persons," and
ore by no means representative of the
true and insular art of egg eating. It
is allowable, under certain conditions,
to uso the fingers to remove the broken
fragments of the chipped shell, but the
use cannot be commended as good form.
A

Telegrapher! Are Mainly Responsible for
Its Introduction Here.

.t

EATING.

Curióos Racial Characteristics Noted In
Now York llostiiuimits.
The philosopher who is to discover
the ponderability of a man's "gray matter" by the way in which he eats boiled
eggs is not yet risen among us, but it
only requires the ordinary powers of

return."

vantages will have in large measure the
telegraphers to thank for it. They
have been the pioneers of vertical writ- ing. For the last twenty years almost
every telegraph operator in the country
has written a round, vertical hand,
plainer than any other sort of hand-- '
writing known, with round, fat loops
1. ! ..l.
.1
Ai.r
i...,
urop
ueiow iiiu-I
letters which
ior me v...
line, and simple capitals. This telegrapher's handwriting has much in
common with the English "civil service
handwriting," which may have preceded
it, but the civil scrvico hand is less
often vertical and has certain points of
difference. Men's handwriting tends
in a general way to conform to the
at
fashion of Roman print prevail
any time, and as the most culinary
print letter nowadays is of i rov.ud or
Scottish face, it is not ntr:i:v;j .1 Ihe
whole that the tendency i:i h:ir.:!v: :.':ig
is toward a round letter. V'civ.on's
ehirography is more eapri .iovs in its
fashion, though it has inclined pretty
steadily now for several years toward
angular llriticism.
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:.:d form. Its production requires both
tc lmical and artistic skill in glass
blowing, while the Bohemian is distinguished by richness of ornamentation through polishing and engraving.
After the rivalry of England in adding a mixture of lead to flint glass,
by means of which was produced
a substance superior in brilliance
and transparency to the Bohemians,
the continental
workers set to
work to regain their supremacy.
This they did by discovering how to
make colored glass, or rather by rediscovering the old process and popularising it. As a result we have
Hie Bohemian and Carlsbad glass,
whi'.'h is beautiful, though sometimes
made gaudy by ornamentation of
"jewels" that is, imitution of
pearls, rubies, emeralds and gurnets in
colored glass. The result is often a
brilliant medley that will hardly bear
inspection.
to-da- y

LOVE

A

LA

CHINOISE.

One Teriod In a Ch.aiiao (iirl'n Life When
She Ik Trained.

The following letter was written by
a Cúnese in China, who desired the
daughter of a neighbor as a wife for
I::.; s.m:

"on my knees I beg you not to despise
this cold and common request, but listen
to the words of the matrimonial agent
and give your honorable daughter to
my slave of a son so that the pair,
bound by silken threads, may have the
greatest joy. In the beautiful springtime I shall offer wedding presents and
give a couple of geese, and let us hope
ior a long and continuous fortune and
look forward through endless generations to the fulfillment of genuine love.
May they sing of plenty and have every
joy. On my knees I beg you to consider my proposal favorably and throw
glance of your eyes on
the mirror-lik- e
these lines."
To this letter the father of the bride
replied that he would "attend to the
portion of his poor and poverty-stricke- n
('..lighter, that she might not be without bedclothes, cotton clothing, hair
pins and earrings. Therefore, it was
ABOUT CUT GLASS.
to be hoped that the couple would have
The Kind .That ! In Vogue and How to constant fortune."
T.ike Care of It.
Womrn with Mumicheg,
Imported cut glass is now rivaled by
One of the old fogies who spend their
the American production at a price
which, though high, is considerably lets days compiling disagreeable statistics
than the foreign. Owing to the grout says that mustaches arc more common
amount of work required in cutting among women now than formerly, and
and polishing and the large percentage that fully eight per cent, of the women
This is nonsense.
of breakage while in the hands of I ho aro thus adorned.
workmen cut glass must always be val- ProV.abiy this curmudgeon's eyebrows
uable. Once, while watching the are so thick and overhanging that everyprocess at an American factory whi'.'h thing he sees appears to have whiskers.
turns out some of the finest in the In the countries of the Latin race
world, I saw a salad bowl break just as Italy, France and Spain women with
it was receiving its final touches, und mustaches are plentiful enough. There
this without any fault of the artisan. is the queen of .Spain, for one. She
On the piece had already been expended does not mind it, for women with
enough work to bring the value of the downy lips are admired in those parts
dollars. Of of the world. Among nations of the
article up to forty-fiv- e
Teutonic race, on the contrary, there
course, the labor was totally lost.
The two finest kinds of glass, Bo- is a .squeamish distaste for them,
hemian and Venetian, arc named from probably because they are so rare.
Women in England are not usurping
the countries in which' their manufacnuslaches along with other institutions
ture has reached a high degree of perfection. In the Venetian the beauty whi .'h man has surrendered to or diconsists in the delicacy of the mr.ti ri;:l vided with them.
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MAiiKS THE MASHERS.
The Hotel Sleuth Who

Proteota

the Telephone Girl.
When Chappie Gets a Little Too PromisMan Interfered
cuous the Hawk-Eyo- d
o
A Bamplo Case of the
Dude.
Iloth-ersom-

A
young woman with delicate features and auburn hair sat alongside of the telephone closet in the readingn
-room
of an
hotel the other
day reading a book, says the New York
Sun.
"Will you please ring up 839 Spring
for me?" asked a young man who had
come in from the lobby.
The tone of his voice was familiar
and patronizing, and lie looked down
at her with a very friendly smile. She,
however, did not smile in return, but
looked extremely bored. Without making any reply to his question, she went
into the closet and rang the telephone.
The young man stood just outside the
'door und leaned against it.
"This is a lovely" he began, but
wns interrupted by the girl's reaching
out her hand, apparently in a mechanical way, and pulling to the door. He
got out of the way just in time, and
stood biting the ends of his mustache.
Presently she pushed open the door
again.
"329 is at the telephone," she said.
"Kindly ask if Mr. Joe Jones is
there," he said very sweetly.
She shut the door again and addressed
the person at the other end of the telephone. Presently she wheeled around
in her chair, opened the door, and said:
"They say they don't know any such
person."
There was a frown on her face, hut it
not in any way disconcert the young
man.
"Oh, pshaw," he said, "I must have
made a mistake in the number. Never
mind; how much is it?"
"Fifteen cents."
He pulled out a roll of hills, which he
displayed ostentatiously,
and then
thrust hack into his pocket again.
From another pocket he then drew out
the exact change, which he handed to
her. At the same time he beamed on
her in a languishing manner, but, as
her face was averted, all this effort to
impress her was lost. As soon as she
received the money she resumed her
seat, recorded the transaction on a slip
of paper, picked up her book and returned to her reading. The young man
did not leave, however, hut tried to engage her in conversation.
"I am awfully sorry to have put you
to so much trouble needlessly," he began, "but"
At this moment he was interrupted
by a sharp-eyestrongly built man
who had been watching him for some
time from a corner of the room, lie
had stepped un unnoticed and sudden
ly ran against the young man an if by
accident.
"Hog pardon," he said, as if in a
"rent hurry, "hut 1 want 1011 Court- l.r.ilt right away, viiss."
The girl';; face ' lightened nr. she
pale-face-

d

up-tow-

jt--
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jumped up and entered the closet again,
while the young man looked savagely
at the intruder, and then walked off
disgusted. As soon as he had gone the
stout man tapped on the window of
the closet and winked significantly, and
the telephone girl called into the transmitter:
"Never mind, central, it was only another one of those dudes. He has gone
now, thank goodness."
The stout man walked back to his
corner, and the girl resumed her reading.
Every day similar scenes are enacted, although sometimes there is delay before the rescuer arrives, owing to
his being busy elsewhere.
"You see," he said in explanation of
one such occurrence, "there is a lot of
d
fellows who come in here
and patronize the bar more or less, who
would like to flirt with the girl, and it
wouldn't do to have any rumpus about
it. So whenever I see any of them
around I steer in here and watch them.
When they get too fresh I give them
this sort of a song and dance. It always
works, too."
well-dresse-

THEIR OWN ri'J rC.TACKERS.
l'.usy li'.rds Which Y.m May See in tho
Woods l'lils IHimrli.
Perhaps you would like to hear of a
curious little bird. Go out into the woods
in January or February any time and
you may see him. lie is about six
inches long. He wears a black cap,a

grayish blue coat und a dirty whito
shirt front. He runs up and down the
tree trunks, searching diligently for
little inseots who think they have hidden themselves safely away in some
little cra-- k in the bark, says the New
York World.
lie i:i a quiet little fellow, having no
song, x.ie only noise lie mattes is a
harsh call, whijh sounds like the word
"qnanííP This bird is called the nut- hat .ill, because he is fond of nuts, crack
ing them open and eating the kernels.
You may see one of them take an acorn
as hi;!- us liw head, and fixing it in some
crevije in the tree pound away upon it
with his little bul until it breaks open
and rewards the little worker with a
-

meal.

These birds are also expert gymnasts.
They will run up a tree, going swiftly
Locomotives and Ships.
round and round it all the way up.
It is estimated by Mr. Mulhall in a re- Then quickly turning about they will
cent article in the Contemporary Re- come down the trunk head first in the
view that the shipping of all nations is same fashion, stopping now and then
to snap up some little bug cv worm
of the approximate value of $1,100,000,
000, while the 110,000 locomotives at which has ventured out to see what the
weather is.
work represent a value of Í 1,000,000,000.
Country boys sometimes speak of
The railways give employment to 2,- :i9 1,000 people, while shipping employs
these birds as "little devil down heads."
only 705,000. The life of a locomotive Hut tlii is longer and not so pretty as
is fifteen years. It will run 270,000 the nuthatch.
miles, carry 000,000 tons, or 1,000,000
A RIFlCc FOR IDLERS.
passengers, and earn $.'100,o00. Its first
cost is f 10,000, and its general average Rpccsst'H of the N.it on :1 apitol a Favorite
is 800 horse-powe1.0 illn r I'lnre.
The average life
of a ship and its earning capacity, comThe capítol is a shelter for the shelpared with its cost, is not given, and terless during old and nasty weather,
perhaps is not yet computed, but it is says the Washington Post. It is much
not likely to equal or approach that of more agreeable to sit in the warm
the locomotive, which may fairly rank
and nod through the speeches
us the most potent instrument of ciV' and debates than to shiver over a
s
ilizution ever devised by man.
stove in an utlic. A number of impecunious old gentlemen have discovDcscendonts of Mo'ly
ered this and avail themselves of the
(11.1
n t lie u hospitality of the government w. h
Molly Stark not only
widow because of the valoro.! ; b: ti tie proi'it and comfort
to themselves and
of Hennington, hut she liwd lo bo minp harm to no one,
for on inclement days
:i noole mother ol Israel. .V one ..une few people have enough ambition to go
thirty out of forty of the --uiSdivn at- up 1o congress, even when matters of
is great interest are under discussion. A
tending the district sjh :i i.i
J I,V,v
called the "Stark di.st.ri
large contingent of decayed gentility
Hampshire were named S:.iv!;. They make daily pilgrimages there, with tho
were all descendants of lh. f
chil excuse that they uro interested in
dren Molly born to the h ?r of I! v
Some of. the more fortunate
nington. Now, however, tho w.n.M: aiies carry a "snack" in their pocket:',.
almost extinct in New Ilaivn.ihi.v. and Hid can bo seen surreptitiously conveym Manchester, the center of tho
ing morsels of bread and cheese. i:
).i ; ;ire
district, only two or turo; ;
míe cases the fragrant bologna, iron
loft who bear that name. J r.l Shirk their pockets to their mouths. The
has a namesake now living i.i Al.ir.i.i.la
majority of these worthies prefer the
Cal., a little girl of thirteen yo:ir:i. who house sitie, where there is some moveis the sixth generation in lineal di:uxnt ment and
but those who
from the heroine of Ileinungton,
seek rest v:i' her than entertainment go
to the senate gallery, where it is possiHathrooins Two Thousiind Yi'iu-- Old
ble to sleep peacefully through the
A villa has been unearthed at I!os
coréale, on the slopes of Vesuvius, long speeches. Two very much
gentlemen were overwhere the decorated bathrooms are in
such a good state of preservation that heard in the rotunda discussing
even the pipes and taps are in their into which galhry they should
original places, and the tepidarium go. "I want to be cheered up,
cernid almost he used
without and they aro still fighting about
the curren ry bill," said the tall, sliia
plumber.
fror.i
assistance
the
::iv
r.

gal-levi-

fire-les-

x-.- v

lcgis-".utio-

I

to-da- y

i
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one, whose legs were too long for his
trousers and whoso nose looked us if Ik
hud been accustomed to another sort oi
cheer, but his thick comrade. who ha
been cheered ulready, decided iu favc.
of the senute, and they separated.
There were only seven members on tlu
floor with Senator Tasco, who was delivering his speech on the Nicaragua
canal. Our venerable friend rested hi
head against the partition, and soon

his gentle snoring interrupted the unusual quiet of the chamber. Fortunately he escaped the attention of the
ever vigilant doorkeepers and his nap
lasted until the senate adjourned.. The
doorkeepers do not allow sleeping in
the galleries if they know of it, since
an unhappy disturbance was one da.
created by an unlucky slumberer win
had the nightmare and awoke clutoh
ing the air and crying: "Kill him! kil,
him!"
To those gentry who are intellectually

inclined the library offers an asylum.
The long tables are filled with men.
shabby, unkempt, almost shoeless, win
read and make notes in the most
learned way. It is interesting to
the favorite books of this class aiv
blood and thunder novels and works on
socialism.
Occasionally
you see oik
of them, a broken down pedagogue,
perhaps, reading the classics, and many
of them call for books in foreign languages. I looked over the shoulders of
freckled, cadaverous, una
clean specimen and found that his
grimy hands held a copy of Milton's
"Paradise Lost."
not-tha-

.

TOLD BY

A

BLINDMAN.

How Ho Manugei to Out About mi l lien

Object.

'

'

light in the
world; the brightest sun that ever
shone and the darkest night arc all the
"I can't

see the least

'

same to me. I onee received a violent
blow on the eye accidentally, of course,
for no onu would strike such us us willfully after ha'd become stone blind,
and then Í saw a flash of fire like light-- ,

t

POOR BOB
A

WHITE.

Plea for ths Shy Game Dird When the
Weather Is Hail.

When snow covers the ground and
sleet envelops trees and shrubs many
birds of various kinds seek the farmhouse and its vicinity. They seem to
know that in their extremity man is
their friend. Their confidence is not
misplaced; they are liberally fed toy different members of the household until
the emergency has passed and they are
again able to make their own living.
These birds come to man's abode for
protection as Well as for food, and afUi
the cravings of hunger are appeased
they stay around the dwelling, feeling
that the predatory hawk, fox, owl and
the heartless, murderous gunner of this
season will not recklessly venture to
assail thcin. Frequently these birds
return season after season to the same
homesteads. By reason of their appeal
to mankind birds of this class seldom
die from the effects of hard winters,
says the Baltimore Sun.
That the great game bird, the partridge, excessively wild and timid, does
not, when privation comes, seek man's
homestead like the birds mentioned
above, though in extremes of weather
a covey of partridges may toe seen
about the strawyardu where cattle are
housed and fed. Their presence about
such places is proof of their sufferings,,
for they only leave their accustomed
haunts and fastnesses when sorely
pressed for want of food. These birds
have been found dead in severe weather, poisoned from eating laurel to satisfy their hunger. Clothed in toeauti-fu- l
plumage of hues in accord with the
ground, they escape fairly well from
the hawk in ordinary times, but they
stand out in hold relief on the snow
and fall an easy prey to the tireless, insatiate- hawk, as well as the fox and
owl. It is against the law to either
shoot or trap this noble bird at this
season, and farmers and others should
see that no marauding in this line is
done.
In addition to preserving this
gallinaceous toird the agriculturist
knows that the partridge is the farmer's friend, and that he destroys myriads of injurious insects, thus protecting the grain crops and the fruit from
much injury. Everyone, whether resident of the city or country, loves to
hear the call "Bob White," on bright
summer days through harvest time and
early in the fall, when the young ones
are nearly grown, and to watch
the male partridge perched on the
fence as ho gives out the note.
It
is impossible to look at him then without feeling l.ove and admiration stir the
heart. He is in trouble now. Let
everyone who can help him. Bait the
haunts of the patridges in your vicinity daily with corn and wheat. Use
your gun on the hawks and owls aild
put your pack of hounds on the foxes.

i
I remember what lightning
like, for 1 was grown up when 1 lost
my eyesight. I sometimes wished I hud
lost it' earlier, for it takes a long time
learning to lie blind. My mate, here,
who plays the concertina; never saw at
all, and he is much cuter than me in
many things. Ho had nothing to forget, whereas I had.
"I have no trouble in walking along
thestivets.neiUierha.'i Jim, so long, that
is to say, as there is nothing in the way
lower than the height of my ear. When
they are lower than t'.iat, I do not hear
theln so well. Yes, I mean what I say.
I can tell without touching it when I
am passing, s iy, a lamp1 post, or a telegraph pole, or coining near a high wall.
ThesubsCim JO seems to strike upon the
ear before you come up to it. It seems to
make a di.'.Vrenao in the air, and all
blind men whose ears have nothing the
matter with them will tell, you tin
A BRAVE
GIRL.
same. .'Yon., notice no diiVercnoe? Oi
eyes,
got
your
Ilerotim ot a Wnltrena In a Ilumlng
course not You have
Hotel.
and would never think of using your
It does not require either mature
nu'A for that purpose, even if you knew
how. Yes, 1 daresay you are 'right j I years or an exalted position in lifé to
should say it does require training. I develop the qualities that liiake a
know it took me a long time to learn." vro or heroine. One of the braves'.

ning.
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and most resolute deeds that we have
ever read of was performed only recently by a girl of sixteen who was serving
girl in a hotel at Haras a dining-rooper, Kan., says Youth's Companion.
At four o'clock on the morning of the
16th of November a fire broke out at
this hotel. In its rooms slept thirty-seve- n
A strong wind was
guests.
blowing, and the fire spread rapidly.
In one of the rooms two dining-roogirls were asleep. One of them, whose
name is Maud Schermerhorn, woke
toy smoke. Her companion was
insensible; and Maud, though herself
helped the other out of
the window, and herself leaped out,
cutting her flesh badly on the glass as
she did so. She dragged her companion
to a place where she would be safe.
Then she saw that the flames were
enveloping the house, and that the
guests had not been alarmed..
The task of doing this she took upon
herself. Breaking through a fastened
lower window, and again cutting herself severely, she crept back into the
hotel, the halls of which were thick
with choking smoke. She could not
walk upright against the smoke; tout
getting down on her hands and knees,
her face to the floor, she crept through
the corridors, from room to room,
ularming all in the house.
Everywhere she left a trail of blood
behind her from her bleeding flesh.
When the last guest had opened the
door of his room in response to her
call, he found her lying helpless in a
pool of her own blood.
Though he himself was
this guest picked up the girl, and,
groping his way, reached the street
with her m safety. No life was lost in
the Are; but is is said that several people would undoubtedly have perished
but for this heroic girl's efforts.
d

Left III

I

ortune to Hclence.

Count Victor Boworowsky, an eccentric Polish nobleman, has left his entire estate to be administrated toy
trustees in the interest of science-- nri
and literature. The estate is'descri!o.'.
as amouting at present, to "several million florins," tout as itis ,to accumulate
until the total amounts to twenty millions, the count hud evidently some
fear that the government of tluliña
would refuse to act; in which ease the
entire property will pass to the British
museum. The count had tocen afllieUnl
with blindness for many years, and a
fortnight ago committed suicide at
Lemburg.
'

Llghtii'ii

Oruws n Picture.

Another one of those rare instances
in which the "forked fury" has drawn
a photograph 'upon glass is reported
from the observatory situated on
Mount Arie, near the summer resort of
West Baden. One of the astronomers
of that institution on making an examination of the object glass of one
of the telescopes was surprised to find
a perfect photograph of a flower upon,
both lenses of the instrument. It is believed that the photograph was drawn
by lightning, the glass having, toeen
loft exposed during a st jrm on .one of
the observatory.
I lie upper
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CARDS.

Official Directory.

A. ANCHETA,

8ILVER CITY
TAMES S.

-

NEW MEXICO.

FIELDER,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Office In Broadway Hotel.
SILVER CITY
- .

HL. PICKETT,
ATTORNEY

AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,
A

A

H. HARLLEE,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY
JOHN

GINN,

M.

THE SUN.

FEDERAL.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practice in all the courts of the territory. Orlmlnul law u specialty. Office
'
corner Texus and Spring streets.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Thomas B. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorion Miller,
Thomas Smith,
1
N. 0. Collier,
11. H. Hamilton,
N. B. LauKhlin,

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

The

first of American Newspapers,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates

I
G. I). Bant,
Ij. v. Lenoir, Ulerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
N. M. Charles F. Eiislnv.
Charles M. Shannon,
U. S. Collector
The American Constitution, the American
U.S. District Attorney
J. u. iicmmliiKway,
Edward L. Hall,
U. 8. Marshal Idea, the Amorican Spirit. These first, last,
H. W. Loom In.
TVnntv IT.H. Murulinl
N. M J. W. Fleming,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. H Walker, Santa Fe Register Land Office and all the timo, foiever.
Pedro Delicado, Santa Fe Rec'v'r Land Office
John D. Bryan, Las Cruces ReR'r Land Office Dally, by mall
$0 a year
j. r. Ascarate, Las uruces, Hoc v r L a Office
N. M.
incoara xouiir, Koswoll
KeR'r Lima Office
$8 a year
W, G. Cosicrove, Iioswell, Rec'v'r Land office Dally and Sunday, by mall
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Rog'r Land Office
H. C. Pickets, Clayton,
$1 a year
Rec'v'r Land Office Tho Weekly

Will practice in all the Courts of the

"i10"-- .

SILVER CITY,

p

-

...

T. PHILLIPS,

.
.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Office at Bailey's druic Store. Rooms
at
Dr. Bailey's residence.

SILVER CITY

TERRITORIAL.

N.M.

n.

m

P. Victory,
II. flnt. Snntii Vn

Solicitor General
District attorney

It. i. Ynilni. T.nu f'rnpna

'

A. H. Harllee, Silver City,
ii. m. liauKlierty, Socorro,
A. A. .Tftmtu f.uu Vuirnu
.Tnhtl Vrmiblln Filrlir '

The Sunday Sun

"

is the greatest Sunday Newspaper

I

"
in the world.
Jose HeRura,
Librarian
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Ulerk Supreme Court
ii. H. Ulancy,
T) A. M.
F..
Siitui.ittj.twliitt
II.
llitrirmilnn
In
,u
Pitttltittif
1U Silver City Chapter, No. 2, at Masonic
Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
Geo. W. Knnebel,
Adjutant General
Treasurer
(lay evenliij? of each month. All companions Samuel Eldodt,
Address THE SUN, New York.
Marcelino Garcia,
Auditor
tj. UUMIROVE, II. I
vikuu hj ura'liu.
Amuelo Chavez,
Supt. of Schools
Pehuv B. Ladv, 8ec'y.
M. S. Hart,
Oil
Inspector
Coal
I

TP.

A

M

A. Silver City Lod(je, No. 8. Meets at Mason- Buvur jivy nu.ii isunK, ......
the
,""" ver
TlltirufllLV
..11
nvitnlnir
.
rt ntt ñu Iuiha tl.n 1U1I
-

WlUiC

till!
each month. All vlsitlnic brothurs
Invited to
J. BENNETT, W. M.
Perry B. Lady, Sec'y.
A v.. s
WKllvr Plt.v rüiunta Kn n n t a
every 1st and Jd Tuesday in each month at
nun. Jlin e,. u. T. WARREN, W. M.
'""""'
1UKB. LIEI.bY u, lady, sec y.
IIHM'll

T O. O.F.

1. Jas

L. Ridgoly Encampment

No. 1. meets
ueunesunys or eacn month.
vi
1 13IUI1K
ii )nvr m reus
coraiauy inviU'd.
A- - E- Atkins, C. P
J. J. Kelly, Scribe.
T n. o. v
1. Isaac Tiffany Lodijo. No. 13, meets at Odd

COURT

Or

PRIVATE

S. S.

Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

Brannln,

A. J. Clark.

Mayor

Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

-

A

A.

O. U. W.
Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each

uiuimi. reuow worxmen coruiaity invltea
V. L. UANTLEY, M. r
E. M. Younq, Rec.

DEBILITY, Etc.

CITY

J. W. Fleming,
T..
MeetliiKs second and fourth Friday nlithts In .1. w. on rter.
Lorenz,
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lod?e No. Wm. F.Wright.
Frank
i.v imilK uuiluinKmil8.Itl.A.i:HlLDER8,N.U
C.
L. Cantley,
Miss Pearl Dotson. Sec'y
month, atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knlirlits
uviuvu.
J, í,, HI1ITE, V, J
J. J. Shkiudan, K. R & S.

LAME BACK,

Assessor

T?..luitr..l.

nv p.
ir
IV.

LUMBAGO,
SCIATICA,

Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector

R. V. Newsham.
N. A. Bolich,
E. M.Youiik.
liny lor summon,
A. B. Laird.
T. N. Chllders,
G. R. Brown,

Thomas Foster
Membersof the order cordially In- B. T. Link,
vited to attend.
F. P. Jones, N. 0.
u. uEi.L. sec y.
Mn

RHEUMATISM,

COUNTY.

enliiL's.

T O. O. F.
1 Ill.lnn l.rultrn

LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Col
orado; Thomas 0. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri. United
Matt G. Reynolds.
States Attorney.

board or education.
G. N. Wood,
R. L. Powel.

Wm. Brahm,

COUNCILMEN.
M. K.

White.
Martin Maher

Jas. Glllett,

Geo. I). Jones.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

WHY BE SICK
When trifle will buy the greatest healing
Invention of the dayt Dr. Nantlen'e Electric
Belt Is complete body battery for

and rnarantopd, or money

will cure
retunde. It Lnmbaaro,

without medicino

Nclatlca, I.ame
Hbesmtattem,
T. A.
i'l,l.. Hack, Kidney and Liver Complaint,
Losses,
Iteblllty,
Weakness,
Nervous
St.. (.cnrim liiihliiumt
Auulut.it.t m...
Silver City Post Office.
all efleets ol early Indlsrre
0. 0. Whltehlll
Foreman, i. B. Hose Co. Drains and
To weak mea It Is the
umce open aaiiy except Sunday from 8 a.m Meve Uhlo
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co tlon or excess.
Kreateet possible boon, aa the mild,
to 7 p. m.
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
ootlilns; eleetrle current Is applied
Open Sundays from 9 to 9:40 a. m., and one
to tne nerve centers and improvehnilF uftj , rvl vul nt ni II utn u n... II
TOPEKA A SANTA FE direct
ments are felt from the first hoar used.
Money order department open dully except ATCHISON,
A pocket edition of the celebrated electroRAILROAD TIME TABLE.
uuiiuiij.
iiuiu o n. ill. w u lit 111.
medical work,
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central, Han
In Effect August B, 1894.
over, Georgetown and all railroad points dal
ly at 9:40 a.m.
of Men,"
No. 800,
NO. 805.
Mail closos for Mocollnn and nil lnt.orm.xU
Arrives.
Departs.
destination.
ate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays
illustrated, is sent tree, sealed, by mall upon
aiui r riuuys.
application. Every youns;. middle-aire- d
Mall cUhos for Pinos Altos dally except
or old nan suffering the slightest weakness
HiitiHiiwauli-IH4:00 p. m.
10:10 a. m.
Sliver City
should read it. It will show an easy, sure
Mull arrives from the east, west and south
and speedy way to refrain strength and
"
12:40
f y.m
i
m
unity ni p. m.
neaiua When everyuiina; else ñas laiieu.
11:45 a. m.
1:40 p. m.
Nutt
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Inti'mwdl
"
Rlm-o"
8:20
ato points at 7 a. m., Wednesdays, Fridays 10:40
The 8ANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,
"
8:05
"
Las
5:08
Cruces
and Sundays.
No. tM Sixteenth 81- -, Denver, CoL
El Paso
7:40 p. m.
Mull arrives from Pinos Altos dally except 5:Ü0 a. m.
Leave.
Also Hew York, Chicago & London, Engr.
sunaays ti u:uu n. in,
Arrives.
L. A. Skelly, Postmaster
Largest
Concern in the World!
John II. Mudue, Anont.

"Three Classes

Electro-Medic-

al

